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"%	 Proiect Title
Application of Remote Sensing in Land Use Classification and
Inventory and in the Delineation of Critical Environmental_ Areas.
Investiqators
Dr. Marvin P. Carlson, Assistant Director and Principal
Geologist, Conservation and Survey Division, UNL.
Mr. James Barr, Natural Resource Coordinator, State Office
of Flanning and Programming.
Dr. Paul M. Seevers, Research Agronomist, Conservation and
Survey Division, UNL.
Dr. James V. Drew, Dean for Graduate Studies and Professor
of Agronomy, UNL.
Purpose
To test and evaluate ERTS :imagery in obtaining Level II land
use data and in defining and monitoring critical environmental areas
in conjunction with data derived from under.flights and ground truth.
Scientific Results Obtained During Reporting Period
Principle scientific result within this project was the develop-
ment of a computor-generated graphic display of land use data. The
level II inventory data for Sarpy County, Nebraska, was placed on
magneti, tape. This data could then be displayed in a map format
for comparative analysis of amount and distr^.bution of the various
categories of land use. The presentation scale can be varied and
thus utilized as a direct guide for cartographic purposes during
preparation for publication.
An additional result of note is the continuing refinement of
the inventory and classification s ystem. Although designed for Ne-
braska, the technique and definitions can have regional and national
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	 utilization. The forms developed and the machine processing capa-
bilities have potential for other types of natural resource data.
Application Results Obtained During Reporting Period
The initial level II inventory (Lancaster County, 1:62,500) was
published as a 16-color map. It was very well received by the local
audience and was awarded an honorable mention in a national map design
competition. Because of this publication,  support has been generated
from local units for similar land use inventory. The following pro-
jects are being accomplished in cooperation with both local user and
governmental agency support.
1) The level II map of the Lower Platte South Natural Resource
District is in press.
2) The Papio Natural Resources District is inventoried and car-
tography is nearly complete at level I1.
3) All necessary imagery is available, ground truth has been
collected and 30% of the inventory is completed for the level
II of the Central Platte Natural Resources District.
4) The first flight imagery and ground truth are available for
the Upper Repnblican, Upper Niobrara-White, Lower Niobrara
and the Lower Platte North Natural Resources Districts.
All of these inventories are utilizing a basic ten-acre
grid cell and a 27-category classification (form attached).
Numerous local application projects are resulting from the level
II land use program. For example, the Papio NRD is utilizing the
imagery and the data format to develop the required Conservation
Needs Inventory. The Lower Platte South NRD is combining the land
use data with soils data to determine necessary land treatment.
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1- URBAN
A-Residential
B-Commercial
C-Industrial
D-Transportation
E-Institutional
F-Recreational
G-Strip & Clustered
H-Mixed
I-Open & Other
2. AGRICU' 7"JRAL
J-Row Crop
F- = mall Grair
L-Pasture
M-Fallow
N-Horticultural
t
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4All of the Districts are requesting land use data for inclusion in
their comprehensive plans.
Computor manipulation of historical land use data is now under-
way. Data is available for 1949, 1959, 1965 and 1973 within 17 cate-
gories. The data is being used locally by planning agencies and as a
pilot project for regional trends.
Work Planned for Next Reportina Period
The progress of the level II mapping will continue. As the data,
becomes available, both in raw data form and map formats, additional
application will be explored with the user-audience. As products be-
come available for pilot areas, a greater awareness of the potential
of remote sensing is created. It is anticipated that both more spec;i-
fic utilization of large-scale imagery will occur as well as delinea-
tion of regional and statewide patterns. The importance of these pat-
terns, whether caused by land use or natural conditions will continue
to be assessed.
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PROJECT TITLE
Application of Remote Sensing to an Inventory of Irrigated Land in Nebraska
2. NAME OF INVESTIGATOR
Donald Pi. Edwards, Ph.D., Project Leader, Associate Dean, College of
Engineer_',.b and Technology, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588
Richard 0. Hoffman, Ph.D., Co-Project Leader, Associate Professor,
Department of Industrial and Management Systems Engineering, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588
3, PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATIO14
To evaluate use of aircraft and satellite imagery in detecting and
estimating the acreage of irrigated land in Nebraska.
4. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OBTAINED DURING; NNE 1974 AND DECEMBER 1974.
a. The Phelps County crop inventory map has been printed and distributed
to over 400 potential users and agricultural-oriented agencies.
b. The Dawson County crop inventory map has been printed and distributed
to over 400 potential users and agricultural-oriented agencies.
c. The location of 6,676 center pivot irrigation systems for all 93
Nebraska counties has been mapped at a scale of 1:250,000 using 1972,
1973 and 1974 ERTS-1 imagery.
d. An 814 x 11 map of the 6,676 center pivot irrigation systems has been
prepared and distributed to appropriate agricultural and water resource
agencies and interested persons
e. A list of the number of center pivots in each county for each year,
1972 9 1973, and 1974, has been compiled (Table 1) and distributed.
f. An estimate of land irrigated by the center pivot irrigation systems
has been calculated and distributed (Table 1).
g. The number of acres irrigated in Nebraska in 1973 has been estimated
at 5.1 million, using LANDSAT imagery.
f
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h. Due to the difficulty and cost of obtaining irrigated acreage i
estimates, the above estimates are becoming the standard.
M
5. APPLICATION OF RESULTS OBTAINED
a. Direct Applications Already Achieved
In the area of fuel allocation, the remote sensing data from the
Irrigation Project is being used to assist in fuel allocation decisions.
Valmont Industries, Inc., Valley, Nebraska, is now building an
addition to their plant. They manufacture center pivot sprinkler systems.
I
The data from the Irrigation Project assisted in the deicision for the
size and design of the plant addition.
Valmont Industries has used over $6,000 worth of LANDSAT images
to assist in determining the location of a new industrial plant.
b. Potential Applications to local Programs
The Nebraska Unicameral, in 1974, passed as environmental
critical area bill. Already, one Natural Resource District has requested
action under this law. The data from LANDSAT imagery and the irrigation
project will assist in meeting the requirements of the law.
The University of Nebraska Board of Regents sponsors a continuous
program called the Irrigation Development Program. Members of this pro-
gram have used the raw data from the Irrigation Project as a basis for
selecting projects and recommendations for action.
ii
Tae Nebraska Unicameral is currently discussing a water usage
A
and well drilling bill. It probably will not come out of committee this
year because of the lack of data available on irrigation and a lack of
understanding of the effe:.c of the bill on irrigation. Next year the
irrigation project will be complete and the data will assist in the 1
writing of the Water Usage Bill.
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c. Potential Application to Federal Programs
If the federal land use bill passes, the states will have a large
responsibility in implementing it. Tne Irrigation Project will provide
data so that decisions are based on quantitative information rather than
qualitative.
6, NORY PLANNED FOR THE NaT REPORTING PERIOD
The research work on the Irrigation Project and the Center Pivot
Irrigation Project will be completed during FY 1976. A program of updating
the maps will be continued.
Irrigation Project
Last year work on the Irrigation Project of identifying land by
other than center pivot systems included the successful development and
refinement of the procedures for identifying surface irrigated land.
These procedures included the use of more sophisticated electronic equip-
ment and photographic procedures. The FY 1976 will include completing an
inventory of the irrigated land in the 93 counties and the publication of
a Nebraska state map which shows all the surface irrigated land in 1972,
1973 0  1974 and 1975.
It is planned that the Surface Irrigation Project will be completed
during the FY 1976, with the final publication of an irrigation map and
appropriate reports to the interested state agencies.
Center Pivot Irrigation Project:
From the ground truth and the ERTS-1 imagery gathered during the
summer of 1973, it has been shown"that center pivot irrigation systems can
be identified, and the growth rate calculated. This has been accomplished
for all 93 `Nebraska counties for 1972, 1973, and 1974. During FY 1976 it
t
G
	 is planned to update this with the 1975 imagery information. This will
F
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increase the accuracy of the map and give a four-year comparison for
growth. A Nebraska state map showing the lo r ltion of land irrigated by
center pivot systems, the amount of land irrigated, and the growth rate 	 j
of center pivots will be published this year. This information has been
requested by the Nebraska State Natuval Resource Commission, the Nebraska
a
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State Office of Planning and Programing, several Natural Resource dis-
tricts, and the Nebraska Irrigation Program, and several electrical power'
districts.
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i	 Project Title
Application of Remote Sensing Technology to Accelerate Data
Utilization and Graphic Product Distribution for the User Audience.
Investigators
Dr. Rex M. Peterson, Remote Sensing Coordinator, Conservation
and Survey Division, UNL.
Dr. Paul M. Seevers, Research Agronomist, Conservation and
Survey Division, UNL.
Mr. Duane Eversoll, Geologist, Conservation and Survey Division,
UNL.
Mr. Donald Bu.ckwalter, Remote Sensing Analyst, Conservation
and Survey Division, UNL.
Purpose of Investigation
To centralize the expertise, equipment and documentation becom-
ing available through remote sensing investigations. This Remote
Sensing Center will interface the research, academic, and manage-
ment agencies and will also serve as a data source for the general
public.
Scientific Results Obtained During Reporting Period
Principal scientific results include the development of the
polygon method for deriving geologic information form images, a wet-
land inventory of Nebraska, a cooperative project with the U. S.
Geological Survey, and new techniques in microscopic examination
of Landsat imagery.
The polygon method for deriving structural geologic data from
Landsat and other images is described in Appendix A. Significant
fpatures of this development are: (1) it facilitates the location
of geologic lineaments and, for the first time, permits ranking the
I^r!
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lineaments in importance; (2) the technique can be used at differ-
ent scales with various types of imagery; (3) it is fast and rela-
-ively simple. This means that interpretation of images is much
quicker and more precise.
The wetland inventory of Nebraska, done in cooperation with
the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, was completed on schedule
at the end of the one-year contract. This project showed that Land-
sat could, be used to inventory wetlands at a scale of 1;250,000 and
to categorize the wetlands as open water, marsh, seasonally flooded,
or subirrigated.
A cooperative project with the J.S. Geological Survey tested
the utility of Skylab imagery for the identification of soil-vegeta-
tion-geomorphic units in the one by two degree Fremont, Nebraska
Quadrangle. Part of this project involved correlation of features
seen on Skylab imagery with features visible on Landsat imagery. The
close agreement of polygons and lineaments on the different types of
imagery is considered especially significant.
A Wild-Heerbrugg Swiss microscope has been added to the equip-
ment in the Remote Sensing Center. As far as we know, this is the
first use of this type of microscope for viewing Landsat imagery.
With the. light and dark-field illumination, double iris adjustment
of light,. color filters and polarization, light can be controlled
so as to maximize the detail in Landsat images. Experimentation
shows that more detail can be seen with this optical system than
with'systems such as the Spectral Data additive color viewer or the
Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope. By using the camera lucida at-
tachment on the scope, images can be superposed on maps for fairly
detailed mapping.
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Application Results Obtained During Reporting Period
The service function of the Remote Sensing Cent-sr has continued
to increase in response to individual and group requests for informa-
tion, imagery, presentations, and interpretations. Typical projects
utilizing the Center and its staff are as follows:
(1) An interdisciplinary classroom course in remote sensing
was taught during the spring, 1975 semester. Forty students took the
course for credit in engineering, geology, or geography. Twenty of
the students were employed full time in various State and federal
agencies. In addition to the formal course, numerous students have
received assistance on theses or class projects 42,,at involved remote
sensing.
(2) Several workshops have been conducted for units within the
University and for state agencies. In addition numerous classes and
other groups have been given tours and briefings in the Remote Sens-
ing Center.
(3) Several remote sensing displays have been on exhibit, such
as one at the University of Kansas symposium on remote sensing for
geology, a display at the Nebraska Rock and Gem Show, a permanent dis-
play in the head offices of the CENGAS Corp., and coverage on a local
television station.
(4) In cooperation with the CENGAS Corp., the Remote Sensing
Center has been involved in the first inventory of heat loss from
buildings by airborne thermal scanner. Sixteen inch by 20" prints
(6X enlargements of the original 70 mm. imagery) were produced in
the Center, at cost, for CENGAS. Four-hundred of these prints were
needed to cover the City of Lincoln and another 400 were required to
cover Beatrice, Norfolk, Columbus, and Sioux Falls. Over 17,000 gas
S	 !irj
customers have visited the CENGAS offices to view these prints to
see if their homes were losing excessive heat last winter. Detailed
studies of each of the 50 public school buildings in Lincoln have
been made by the Center, using electronic density slicing equipment.
Detail in both color and black and white photos of each building is
sufficient to compare with blueprints to ascertain where heat is
being lost in each building.
(5) Siting studies have been conducted __tr electrical genera-
ting plants under consideration by the Nebraska Public Power District
and the Omaha Public Power District. These are described in more de-
tail in another section of F,his report.
(6) Assistance has been given to tax appraisers. Ms. Dee Meek,
• Senior Appraiser for the Nebraska Department of Revenue, developed
• method for equalization of land valuations across county lines with
the use of high altitude aircraft photography available in the Center.
Ms. Meek is publishing a paper on the method.
Mr. Herbert Kollmorgen, a private tax consultant, has been spend-
ing several days per month in the Center using high altitude aircraft
imagery to appraise all of Cass and Lancaster Counties. He estimates
that he can appraise 10 to 12 times as much land in a day, with greater
accuracy, than by using conventional methods.
(7) Comprehensive Planning Advisory Tecm (CPAT). Assistance has
been given. to planners affiliated with the Nebraska State Office of
Planning and Programming in developing comprehensive developi7ent plans
for Platte., Antelope, Box Butte, and Sheridan Counties.
(8) High altitude photography in the Center has been used to
inventory pits and quarries in Nebraska. Sizes, locations, and acti-
vity in hundreds of pits and quarries has been quickly and accurately
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inventoried with photography flown by NASA RD-57's, U-2 1 s, and Ne-
braska Air Guard RF-4C's.
(9) A pilot study iL being conducted for the basin Electric
Cooperative to select transmission line routes with Landsat and high
altitude imagery. The working premise is that Landsat imagery can be
used for mapping land use-.and selecting 15 mile-wide corridors which
would be imaged by high altitude aerial cameras. Detailed analysis
of the aerial photography would yield sufficient information for rout-
ing the power line. This technique could result in a uniform data
base over the entire length of the transmission line and considerably
lower costs in selection of routes.
(10) Sarpy County Pilot Project: A pilot project is underway
for Sarpy County (Omaha area) for the establishment of a data bank.
Included in the data bank are several derivitive soil maps and land
use maps. These maps have been plotted by computer at various scales.
Work Planned for the Future
Plans for the future include the expansion and continuation of
most projects listed above. The remote sensing course will be offered
again in the spring semester with an expansion of areas in which aca-
demic credit can be earned. As people become more aware of remote
sensing the requirement for workshops, briefings and presentations
increases, so plans cai.l for an expansion of these activities. There
are already several requests per week for assistance in locating water
wells by the fracture-trace method and this activity is expected to
expand. Research in the location of petroleum deposits will continue
as will mapping structural lineaments in Nebraska. Plans are being
formulated to map the flood plans in the state. The cooperative ven-
ture with CSNGAS is expected to continue to expand to an inventory
4.
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Project Title
Application of Remote Sensing in the Delineation of Major Tec-
tonic Lineaments.
Investigators
Dr. Rex M. Peterson, Remote Sensing Coordinator, Conservation
& Survey Division, UNL.
Dr. M. P. Carlson, Assistant Director and Principal Geologist,
Conservation & Survey Division, UNL.
Mr. David Maroney, Remote Sensing Analyst, Conservation &
Survey Division, UNL.
Purpose
To test and evaluate ERTS imagery in the delineation of major
tectonic lineaments within the State of Nebraska and to predict the
extent of their ,
 economic and environmental significance.
Scientjf,f- ,e
 Results Obtained During Reporting Period
(1) The techniques developed during the last reporting period
have been refined and extended. Multiple tracings from multispectral
and multitemporal images are overlain and registered as before. Sig-
nificant advances have been made in the enhancement of images with a
combination of fresnel lenses, reducing lenses, Ronchi rulings, and
colored filters. This new combination of lenses permits an inter-
preter to map numerous polygons and lineaments and rank the linea-
ments in importance. The significance of the new lens and filter
combinations is that they reveal sufficient polygons and lineaments
to permit geologic interpretation; making interpretations without suf-
ficient detail is like trying to assemble a jigsaw puzzle without all
the pieces.
xr
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With the new combinations of lenses and filters for viewing multi-
seasonal, multispectral Landsat imagery, the trained eye can delineate
sufficient detail to literally fill a landscape with straight and
curved lines. With the detail now available it would appear that the
earth is composed of a series of polygons which in turn are subdivided
into other polygons in a descending hierarchical order which contains
at least ten sizes of polygons. Straight, ca gently curved lineaments
extend between the margins of polygons and across polygons in certain
repetitive ways. It is postulated that strain, from whatever internal
and external forces that produce the polygons, is localized at the
borders of polygons. Therefore, the probability of faulting and ex-
tensive fracturing of rocks should be greatest at the borders of the
largest polygons and least at the borders of the smallest polygons.
This relationship makes it possible to associate a lineament with a
certain size polygon and to assign levels of importance to various
lineaments.
Previous work with drawing lineaments on Landsat imagery, or
other imagery, has shown that numerous lineaments can be located, but
there has been no way of determining which lineaments are likely to
represent faults and major fracture zones and which lineaments are
unimportant. The new capability of ranking lineaments in order of
importance is a major breakthrough that will have implications over
a broad range of geologic applications. More detail on the methods
used to derive geologic information from LANDSAT imagery and the re-
sults are presented in Appendix A.
(2) Polygons as complex as those shown in Figure 17 of Appendix
A were drawn from multiseasonal, multispectral Landsat scenes for the
one by two degree Fremont, Nebraska Quadrangle. Skylab photographs
of the same area were used to draw polygons to compare with those
t-
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from Landsat. Even though different interpreters were involved, the
pattern of polygons and the lineaments derived from them was the same.
r
(3) It has been demonstrated that polygons observed on Landsat
imagery and Skylab imagery can also be identified on aerial photo-
graphs of various scales. Furthermore, lineaments derived from poly-
gons can be recognized from aircraft with altitudes of 10,000 above
ground level being best for recognition of major lineaments. In.sev-
eral applications we have started with small-scale Landsat imagery to
locate major lineaments, then worked up in scale to locate the same
features on conventional aerial photographs.
(4) Lineaments derived from polygons visible on Landsat (by the
technique described in Appendix A) show very good correlation with
r
	 aeromagnetic patterns. Figure 18, Appendix A, shows lineaments de-
rived from Landsat polygons suposed%%on an aeromagnetic map of south-
eastern Nebraska (R. R. King and I. Zietz, Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull. v.
82, no. 8, p. 2187-2208). It can be seen that the lineaments from
Landsat correspond rather well with abrupt changes in contours and
with magnetic highs and lows. Arrangements have been made with S.
Parker Gay, consulting geophysicist and president of the American
Stero Map Co., to compare our polygon -derived lineaments with the
lineaments he interprets from three -dimensional aeromagnetic maps.
(5) In order to check details on Landsat images, the Nebraska
Remote Sensing Center has purchased a Swiss Wild-Heerbrugg microscope..
With dark and light field illumination and double iris control of
light, a surprising amount of detail can be seen on 70 mm. and 9 " x
9" Landsat imagery. With the aid of a camera lucida, a portion of a
70 mm. Landsat image can be registered on a 1:250,000 topographic map 	 i
l	 I	 I	 I	 I
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and details from the image can be transferred directly to the map.
The excellent optics in this microsc
illumination, plus the camera luci3a
cise Location of lineaments on maps.
type microscope for viewing imagery,
method for adding detail to geologic
imagery.
ape and the precise control of
attachment, permit fairly pre-
Not only is this a new use of this
but more importantly, i l. is a
lineaments mapped from Landsat
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Applications Results Obtained During Reporting Period
A. Direct Applications Already Achieved
With the new capability of ranking lineaments in order of im-
portance, it has been possible to achieve direct applications in the
following two areas.
(1) Location of sites for drilling water wells. It has been
known for several years, largely as a result of work done at Pennsyl-
vania State University by Lattman and Parizek, that in carbonate aqui-
fers, wells drilled at intersections of fracture traces yielded much
more water than wells not on intersections, the reason being that in
a tight, carbonate rock formation, such as a limestone, groundwater
is concentrated along fractures and the intersection of two or more
fractures yields more water than a single fracture. However, a single
air photo shows dozens of fracture traces, which vary in importance;
some may have considerably more water than others. By associating
fracture traces with different size polygons the fracture traces, i.e.,
lineaments, can be ranked in importance and drilling can be concen-
trated on the largest fractures. On one farm in southeastern Nebraska
the three wells located by this new technique were successful, while
four others located by the landowner were failures. In south-central
Nebraska where only one out of ten wells is successful, the two wells
located by this technique yielded approximately 300 gallons per min-
ute.
B. Siting Studies for Electrical Generating Plants
The Nebraska Remote Sensing Center has cooperated with the Ne-
braska Public Power District and the Omaha Public Power District in
the evaluation of geologic lineaments within 50 mile radii of pro-
posed nuclear power plants. The previous state of the art of linea-
ments was that shown on Figure l (Appendix 1) which consisted of
w
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mapping numerous lineaments without any ranking. What geologic-
engineers need for site evaluation is a ranking system for linea-
ments, so they know which lineaments are likely to represent faults
and which might represent harmless, small fractures.. Such an evalua-
tion is shown in Figure 2 (Appendix A) which is part of a 50-mile
radius map centered on the Decatur, Nebraska proposed nuclear sice.
Line symbols show lineaments in ranks one through five; lineaments
of ranks below five were considered unimportant and were eliminated
from the map.
This map was used by consulting geologists with the firm of
Shannon and Wilson in their evaluation of the Decatur site for the
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD). similar Lqr ormation was pro-
vided for NPPD for the Dunning site in central Nebraska and the
Omaha Public Power District for one of their sites.
(2) Potential Applications Obtained During Reporting Period
It is very possible that new deposits of petroleum can be found
by using lineaments mapped by the Landsat-polygon method. Figure 19
(Appendix A) shows th6 location of oil fields in southwestern Ne-
braska and. northern Kansas in an area of one Landsat scene. The
major lineaments in the area (as interpreted from sizes of polygons)
are shown in heavy lines. It can be seen that oil fields (shown by
X's) tend to occur at the intersections of major lineaments. Hundreds
of wells have.been drilled in ;areas away from the lineament inter-
sections, but no oil has been found there. Areas blacked-out on
Figure 19 which appear as highly fractured zones on Landsat imagery,
also had many dry holes drilled in them; similar areas should be
given low priority in future searches for oil. The significant
25
feature of this map is the many intersections of lineaments where
there has been no drilling; therefore, this may represent potential
oil fields. Some leasing is taking place now on these intersections
and test drilling will follow.
It should be emphasized that the lineaments shown in Figure
19 cannot be mapped directly from Landsat or other images; Figure
19 is a second generation map derived from polygons similar to those
shown in Figure 17. However, once the lineaments are mapped and lo-
cations are known, they can be located on the ground or seen from an
aircraft.
(3) Potential Application to Federal Programs
The polygon method, as outlined in Appendix A, not only shows
the location of lineaments and ranks lineaments, it shows the loca-
tion of intensely fractured zones. The location of highly fractured
zones is of great value in economic geology because many deposits of
metals and radioactive minerals depend on the plumbing or fracturing
in rock. Location of fractured zones is of value to engineers seek-
ing stable sites for dams, tunnels, power plants, bridges, and air-
fields. Location of highly fractured areas is also a factor in sub-
sidence from collapse of caverns (which develop on fractures) and in
the collapse of roofs of underground mines.
The polygon method can be applied not only to Landsat imagery,
but to any images of any scale. The resulting data on geologic struc-
ture can be applied to geologic problems over a broad range, includ-
ing petroleum exploration, ground water, engineering geology, and i
mining geology.
;I	 I	 ''Y
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Work Planned for the Future
Work planned for the future includes the following:
1. Continue to compare all available ground truth with inter-
pretations made from Landsat polygons.
2. Continue to compare polygons and lineaments mapped from
Landsat imagery with those from other types of imagery.
3. Map lineaments in the Paradox Basin, Utah, so that S.
Parker Gay can compare them with his aeromagnetic lineaments.
4. Map geologic structure in the California Central valley
and Coast Slanges for checking by Mr. Ira Becktold, a consulting geo-
logist in La Habra, California.
S. Continue to locate water wells to improve the technique.
6. Assist in the selection of sites for drilling oil wells.
7. Continue plotting of lineaments of Nebraska so that a map
can be prepared showing major lineaments, with a ranking of linea-
ments.
i
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PROISCT TITLE;
Application of Remote Sensing in Estimating, !^,iapotranspiration in the
Platte River Basin.
INVESTIGATORS:
Blaine L. Bled, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Meteorology, Depart-
ment of Horticulture, University of Nebraska.
PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION:
Primary objectives of this study are; (1) to develop and test evapo-
transpiration (ET) models based on crop temperature and (2) to determine the
feasibility of using remotely sensed thermal imagery to supply data on crop
temperature for use with these models.
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS DURING REPORTING PERIOD;
Analysis of the data taken during 1972 and 19 .73 has been completed and
is reported in Agricultural Meteorology Progress. Report 75—A. (Attached)
From these data two articles have been prepared for submission to scientific
journals for publication (Preprints are enclosed with this report).
Analysis has begun of thermal imagery and meteorological data collected
in 1974 as part of a research grant funAel by the Office of Water Resources
Research. Methods are being developed to account for the atmospheric attenuation
of thermal radiation in the layer between the surface and the airborne sensor,
Crop to%perature data obtained with a thermal scanner, with IR thermometers
located near the surface and with leaf thermocouples have been applied in the
following resistance model of latent heat flux (LE):
-;LE = Rn + S + Cpp (TT-T)
ra
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Rn is net radiation, S is soil heat flux, Cp is the specific heat of air,
P is the density of moist air, Ta is air temperature, Tc
 is crop temperature and
ra is the boundary layer resistance to the diffusion of heat. Estimates of
LE made with this model will be compared to direct measurements made with
precision weighing lysimeters.
The thermal imagery obtained in 1974 is of superior quality to that ob-
tained in 1972-1973. It is possible to obtain quantitative estimates of crop
temperature from this imagery if adjustments are made to account for atmospheric
attenuation of the thermal radiation and for crop emissivity effects.
APPLICATIONS RESULTS OBTAINED DURING REPORTING PERIOD;
The thermal imagery, obtained in this study has been used to verify our
earlier findings which show that alfalfa behaves as a potential evaporator
and, as such, generally consumes more water than does pasture,corn, and many
other crops. This information is needed by Agricultural Engineers an,i others
who are currently devising methods for scheduling irrigations.
It may, one day, be possible, with improved satellite technology to
supply needed data to utilize the methods developed in this study for estimating
evapotranspiration for large regions. Such estimates will aid in irrigation
scheduling, and in application of hydrologic models to watershed water balance.
The prediction of floods, for example, by such. models depends on knowledge of
antecedent soil moisture conditions - knowledge which can eventually be gained
through satellite supplied "ata.._
Techniques devel^ped in this study for :,,,xterpretation of the thermal
imagery will be useful in other applications. Techniques for survellience of
crop moisture stress conditions can be improved by remote sensing. Knowledge
of the moisture conditions of crops is vital to the accurate prediction of
crop yields and these predictions, in turn, are extremely valuable to numerous
government agencies.	 i
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As the production of food and fiber and the management of water resources
becomes increasingly critical, the application of techniques and methods developed
in this study will likewise become increasingly valuable. Their application to
local and federal programs will depend on the information desired and the scope
of the investigation.
WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD;
Analysis of the 1974 imagery and meteorological data will be continued.
Techniques for adjusting the thermal imagery data to account for atmospheric
attenuation and crop emissivity effects will be further refined. Crop
temperature data will be utilized in the model to estimate ET and these es-
timations--will be compared to ET measured directly by weighing lysimeters.
No additional field work is planned as part of this. study. Efforts over
the next several months will be directed towards. completion of the analysis
of our data and preparation of a final report for completion by July 1, 1976.
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Project Title
Application of Remote Sensing in the Determination of Water Quality in
Nebraska Reservoirs.
Investigators
Dr. Gary L. Hergenrader, Associate Professor, School of Life Sciences UN-L.
Mr. Kelly White, Graduate Assistant, School of Life Sciences, UN-L.
Purpose of Investigation
The purpose of this research is to determine the feasibility of detecting
and quantifying selected water quality parameters in Nebraska reservoirs by
remote sensing. Specifically to what extent can the parameters chlorophyll,
suspended solids, Secchi depth and turbidity be detected and accurately
measured? If it is possible to accurately determine water quality by remote
sensing, then the characterization of the trophic state of these reservoirs should
also be possible.
Work Accomplished to Date
Since the last reporting period a Masters thesis entitled "The Remote
Sensing of Water Quality Parameters of the Salt Valley Reservoirs" has been
completed by Mr. Kelly White. The detailed findings included in that thesis
will not be repeated here. Copies of the thesis are being included as an
addendum to this report. The major conclusions of the thesis follow:
1) of the four formats used in the study, a) imagery obtained from paired 35mm
cameras flown at low altitude in a small airplane; b) multispectral imagery
obtained by flights made by the University of Kansas Remote Sensing Center;
c) color infrared imagery from the Nebraska Air National Guard; d) imagery
obtained from Landsat-1, the University of Kansas' black and white multispectral
and the Landsat-1 CCT's proved to have the smallest confidence intervals for the
1
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various parameters.
	 The 35mm color imagery obtained on low altitude flights
was a disappointment and not very useful for quantifying the parameters under
investigation.
2) Secchi depth, turbidity, and suspended solids are the parameters which can
be most accurately quantified.
	 These can be determined with an accuracy of
± 25% of the mean with the appropriate imagery and with the equations
developed.
3) Chlorophyll can be detected and measured but the confidence limits are
broad.	 With either the University of Kansas imagery or the Landsat CCT's I.
water masses containing 20 jig/1,60 1,g/l, 125 )1g/l, and 250 pg/l of chlorophyll
could be distinguished; however, water masses containing 30 pg/l and 50 pg/l
of chlorophyll could not.
	 While this precision is sufficient to distinguish
lakes at opposite ends of the trophic spectrum, it is insufficient to delimit
lakes relatively close together in their trophic status but which on the basis
of ground sampling are clearly different. i
4) It would be possible with the models derived to classify Nebraska reservoirs
into broad classes based upon their differences in Secchi depth, suspended
solids, and turbidity by the use of remote sensing.
i
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The correlations derived from the CCT of Landsat-1 were quite strong.
However, because ground truth was available for only one date, the correlations
If'
must be viewed with some caution.
	 During this past June, July, and August S
ground truth was collected from Lake McConaughy, a 35,000 acre reservoir in
western Nebraska coincident with the overflights of Landsat-1.
	 Water samples
were collected on six different dates and analyzed for Secchi depth, turbidity,
1
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suspended solids, and chlorophyll in order to provide ground truth data which
1=
will be used to verify the correlations observed with the use of the CCT:fi
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Applications Results Obtained During Reporting Period
This work has shown that Secchi depth, suspended solids, and turbidity
can be measured with reasonable accuracy by remote sensing. Consequently, it
should be possible to construct water quality maps of Nebraska reservoirs on
a temporal basis which should be of use to the Nebraska Department of
Environmental Control, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission, the Nebraska
Natural Resources Commission and other state and federal agencies concerned
with water quality. Seasonal changes in chlorophyll concentrations, which can
indicate the trophic status, can also be detected and measured by remote means,
provided a high level of accuracy is not required.
Work Planned In Next Reporting Period
The water samples collected in June, July, and August are now being
analyzed. In addition, the CCT's from the overflights corresponding to our
ground truth are being ordered from Goddard. When the tapes are received the
radiance values from our sampling sites will be rcmpared with ground truth
to determine the correlations. The data will be subjected to the same
statistical treatment given our earlier information. This will allow us to
determine whether the strong correlations we obtained earlier from the CCT
were due to chance or whether the CCT's are the best format for use in
determination of water quality.
i;
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APPENDIX A
ORIGIATAIJ PAGE IS
OF POpR QU
ALITY
	 PI;1 CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIWED
NEW METHODS OF EXTRACTING STRUCTURAL GEOLOGIC
INFORMATION FROM LANDSAT IMAGERY
Rex Peterson
Remote Sensing Coordinator
Conservation & Survey Division
University of Nebraska - Lincoln, NE 68588
Although this interpretive technique was developed with LANDSAT
satellite imagery (formerly ERTS), it works with other images,
including high-altitude aircraft photos, conventional aerial photos,
and radar images. The key to the technique is to use many-sided
polygons as clues to find lineaments and to rank them in importance.
To delineate sufficient polygons for this technique it is necessary
to view imagery with combinations of Fresnel lenses, reducing lenses,
Ronchi rulings (diffraction gratings), magnification, and color
filters. Recommended combinations are two reducing lenses used
together, a reducing lens and a Fresnel lens together, a-reducing
lens and a Ronchi ruling together, and a reducing lens and a reading
glass together. Gray, blue, and red diazachrome filters should be
used with all of these lenses. Lenses and filters should be rotated
every few minutes while examining imagery. A light table to back-
light images, even prints, is recommended;and a mask should cover
all light from the table except that passing thrcugh the image. It
is also advisable to darken the room while exami ring image s. ReccRni-
tion of polygons on imagery is often a matter of graytone thresholds,
so the intensity of light should be varied.
The study of lineaments on aerial photos, space images, and
radar imagery has been handicapped by the Pack of a means of ranking
III I
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lineaments in order of importance. Figure 1 shows lineaments
drawn from several Landsat images of one LANDSAT frame,110 miles
on a side. Although trends and numbers of lineaments are shown,
the information is of little value because there is no way of
telling, from the diagram, which lineaments represent major faults
and which insignificant joints.
By contrast, in Figure 2 lineaments are ranked in order of
importance and lineaments considered insignificant have been elimi-
nated from the map. This map, which was prepared by the author for
a siting study shows lineaments in a 50 mile radius of a proposed
nuclear generating plant. The map was compiled from LANDSAT images,
but an analysis of Skylab imagery, by techniques described in this
paper, gave the same results. After plotting the lineaments by the
polygon method described in this paper, they were located on small
scale'aerial photo mosaics. It was also possible to locate and
follow them in an aircraft at 10,000 feet.
The basis for the technique of locating lineaments and ranking
them is a series of polygons. Although the origins of these polygons
are unexplained and beyond the scope of this paper, it can be stated
that the earth appears to be composed of a series of polygons which
can be used to interpret geologic structure.
In the polygon hypothesis, advanced in this paper, it is assumed
that circles (or many-sided polygons) are natural features of the
earth's crust and that they appear in a heirarchical range of sizes.
When viewed through reducing lenses,the LANDSAT mosaic of the United
States shows many circles 400 miles or more in diameter. An excellent
example is the polygon that includes the Great Basin with the east
edge of the polygon bounding the Wasatch Front and the west side
3bounding the Sierra Nevadas. This polygon can be divided into
several smaller polygons and each of those polygons into smaller
polygons. The division can be continued using individual LANDSAT
images and then aerial photographs.
It is postulated that each polygon can act as a structural
unit in response to internal and external stresses. Strain appears
to be localized along the edges of polygons;and the larger the
polygon, the greater the strain at its edges. Strain at the edges
of polygons results in weaknesses in rock, which may be exhibited
on the landscape as stream courses, differential erosion, breaks
in topography, vegetation differences, soil differences, or some
other tonal anomaly. It is the evidence of strain at the edges of
polygons, expressed in the landscape, that we call lineaments. It
is the relationship between the size of a polygon and the lineament
that bounds it that makes possible a ranking of lineaments.
Figure 3 shows a grid with several circles of various sizes.
if more straight lines, including diagonals, were added, an approxi-
mation of a circle could be formed by using only straight line
segments. At small scales the eye generalizes many-sided polygons
to circles. For example, a laccolithic dome in northeastern Wyoming
appears as a multi-sided polygon (Figure 4) at a scale of 1:6,000,
but as a circle at smaller scales. In this paper many-sided polygons
are generalized to circles in figures and, in some cases, terminology.
Examination of Figure 3 shows that circles can be drawn in one
square, four squares, or eight squares. More squares could be added
to increase the size of circles and the number of circles in the
d4
hierarchy.	 Furthermore, the spacing of circles can be altered so
1.
that circles overlap while the size of circles remains the same.
c
The result may seem to be a very complex arrangement of circles,
but there is order in the arrangement because the circles are
i;
arranged in a grid pattern and there is a hierarchy of sizes. 	 The
same order appears to be present in the circles that fill the earth's
i	
surface.
Some rules for interpretation of structure can be illustratedi
y	 with Figure 3, although to avoid a diagram that is too complex the
full range of sizes and the overlapping of circles encountered in
the real world is not shown. 	 Lines passing between large circles
should be considered more important than lines passing between small
circles.	 Straight lines (lineaments) may bound circles in any of
3	 the cardinal directions, as shown in Figure 3. 	 In the real world ^.
the orthogonal grid can be oriented differently than 	 along cardinal
directions, but one should always look for an orthoganal grid as anj
aid to interpretation. 	 Lineaments may bisect a circle or transect
it half way between the center and the outside. 	 Which lineaments
are major in an area depends on the local geology, but the arrange-
'	 ment shown in Figure 5 is common. 	 This is a combination of lines
bounding circles, a bisecting line, and a line passing half way
between the center and the outside of a circle. 	 In rank the last- a
mentioned line would be least important compared with the other
types of lines.	 Where different sizes of polygons are present,
'r
d
lineaments bounding the largest polygons are the most important.
Lineaments that bisect polygons rank next. 	 In many cases the bounding
polygon is so large that it does not all appear on one image, even 5
on LAQDSAT, so the lineament that bisects the largest polygon on the
^b
5
frame should be considered dominant.
The following illustrations depict the application of the
polygon method. Several illustrations are taken from U.S. Geolo-
gical Survey Professional Paper 373 to illustrate applications on
stereopairs that are readily available. When mapping polygons with
stereopairs,it should be remembered that some polygons are more
visible on one photo than on its mate, so even though tracing is
done on only one side of the model, both sides should be examined
with Fresnel lenses, reducing lenses, etc. besides the stereoscope.
Figs. 6 & 7 show	 faulted, horizontal sedimentary rocks in Utah
with known faults shown in heavy lines. dote the grid-like pattern
of circles and the method by which faults bisect and bound circles.
(Pages 156,•157,USGS Prof. Paper 373)
Figure 8 shows known faults in Alaska where a dam is built along
a fault. Note the two concentric circles truncated by the fault.
The fault followed by the stream below the dam bounds circles and
bisects a large circle whose right edge extends through the center
of the photo. (From page 218,, USGS Prof. Paper 373)
Figures 9 and 10 were drawn from high altitude aircraft images
published by Johnson, Miller, and Englund (Application of Remote
Sensing to Structural Interpretations in the Southern. Appalachians)
in the USGS Journal of Research for May-June, 1975. Circles drawn
from their aerial photon show the Canebrake fault (Figure 9) bisecting
several circles of various sizes and bounding a large circle. The
Canebrake fault has been traced for about 20 miies in southwestern
Virginia and southern West Virginia. Figure 10 shows the Coeburn
fault which has also been traced on the ground (for almost 24 kilometers)
L
S
k'
t
6
yu
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in Virginia. In this case the lineament bisects several concentric
circles and bounds several smaller circles.
Figure 11 shows the Wasatch Front, Great Salt Lake, and Utah
Lake in heavy lines. This tracing is from LANDSAT prints at
1:1,000,000 scale. The east edge of the Great Basin polygon, visible
on the LANDSAT mosaic of the western United States, extends along
the Wasatch Front. Local deviations in the Front follow smaller
circles and bisect circles. Faults controlling local geology are
related to polygons visible on this frame. Polygons shown here are
only a few of the .many visible on LANDSAT images of this area.
Fi7.:<e 12 was drawn from the LANDSAT mosaic of California. The
San Andreas fault is shown by a heavy line which bisects several
circle;. Very small circles shown along part of the fault occur on
entire length but are shown here in only one portion. These small
circles are most abundant along the fault and decrease rapidly away
from the fault. Since they are visible along many faults, they can
be used to delineate unkno}m faults with the preparation of polygon
diagrams. (Fig. 12 was printed in reverse by mistake.)
Figure 13 (from page 154 of USGS Prof. Paper 373) illustrates
a ring dike in New Hampshire. The ring dike is shown in heavy lines,
although there is nothing strikingly perculiar in the pattern of
circles to distinguish the ring dike from many other circles in the
area. Note that the landscape is covered with circles of var-ioUp
sizes, which is a common pattern.	
'?
Figure 1.4 is a,tracin4 from the LANDSAT mosaic of the Meteor 	 j sa
Crater area in Arizona. Note the Circles of various size;) Y°..Y the
y
7grid-like arrangement of the circles, which is again the common
pattern. The black dot near the center of the figure is Meteor
Crater. Some small circles have been delineated in that area for
size comparison, but these circles appear throughout the area. There
does not appear to be anything distinctive in the basic, overall
circular geometry of this area. The impact crater appears as a
superficial addition tothe landscape, which does not alter the basic
geometry of circular patterns. Glacial landforms and eolian features
have similar relationships to basic circular geometry; they form
a superficial covering that does nat change, or really obscure the
basic circular geometry.
Figure 15 illustrates some of the circles visible on a stereo-
pair of an area in Alaska. Note the typical grid-like arrangement
of circles. A small area of patterned ground, common in floodplains
in the area, is shown as a concentration of polygons which are dif-
ferent in size, shape, and pattern from the basic circular features.
Figure 16 illustrates lines drawn on a 1:1,000,000 scale LANDSAT 	 t
image of Nebraska with the aid of lenses and filters previously de-
scribed. This figure depicts one stage in the compilation of several
overlays of the same area.
Figure 17 is the same area as Figure 16 but more overlays have
been added. For interpretation the overlays are projected onto a
map at 1:250,000 scale and lines are plotted on the map. A reducing
lens is helpful in. sorting out the main patterns in this diagram.
Figure 18 is an aeromagnetic map of southwestern Nebraska (sae
E. R. King and I. Zietz, Geol. Soc. Amer. Bull. V. 82, no. 8, p. 2187-
2208). The heavy lines added to the map represent major lineaments
interpreted from diagrams (similar to Figure 17) derived from LANDSAT
L_1-	 I I	 I	 I I	 ^
8
imar+cry. The correopondenco of lineaments derived from LANDSAT
by the polygon method with aeromagnetic patterns is rather striking.
Figure 19 is a map of an oil-producing area in southwestern
Nebraska and adjacent parts of Kansas. The area shown is one LANDSAT
frame, 110 miles on a side. Hundreds of oil wells have been drilled
in this area, so it is possible to com pare location of producing
wells with structures interpreted from LANDSAT. The heavy ^incs
represent major lineaments, bounded by the largest polygons on the
LANDSAT frame. Existing oil fields, indicated by X's, tend to lie
at intersections of major lineaments or along the lineaments. Many
dozens of wells drilled away from the intersections were dry holes.
Areas that are blanked out on the map are distinct on LANDSAT.
Extensive drilling in these areas yielded no oil, so such areas,
recognizible on LANDSAT, could be given low priority in searches
for new oil fields. The map shows a number of intersections, similar
to those that are oil-bearing, where there has been no drilling. on
the author's advice leasing and drilling will soon take place on one
of these. It should be noted that the lineaments shown on this map
were not mapped previously by other means; they are derived from
LANDSAT by the polygon method. As a check onthe lineaments, a struc-
tural contour map, prepared from subsurface data in Red Willow County,
Nebraska, was compared withthe LANDSAT lineaments. Three LANDSAT
lineaments that separated oil fields lined up very well with the V's
in structural contour lows.
SUMMARY. -- The polygon method for interpreting images of various
types is based on a hierarchical order of polygons. These polygons,
usually generalized to circles, range in size from hundreds of miles
I	 I 	 I	 1	 I	 _I
9 i
11
across to tens of yards across. Each polygon can be considered
as a semi-autonomous block in the earth's crust. Strain is maximized
at the borders of each block. The larger the block, the greater
t	 the liklihood of strain and rupture at its edges. Large polygons,
S	 1
such as the Great Basin polygon, are bounded by major faults. By
associating lineaments and polygona,lineaments can be ranked in
importance. The assocation of polygons and lineaments also facili-
'
	
	
taten the mapping of lineaments. where they are not visible, because
polygons can often be mapped moreieadily than lineaments. For inter-
pretation by the polygon method it is necessary to first map polygons
with a combination of colored filters and Fresnel lenses, reducing
lenses, Ronchi rulings, and magnification. Interpretation of
multiple ove:lays of LANDSAT images can be complex, but no more
complex than many other techniques used by geoscientists.
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Remote sensing with earth pointed out that remote sersiag in turn, are prov ing useful in Aeronautics arid Space Ad'
resources	 satellites	 was has	 mauY	 direct uses in locating higli-yield water Wells in ministration	 GNASA)	 remote
characterized Wednesday as a Nebraska, 6:ch is inventorihg Nebraska. sensing grant, told the woAzholo
refined scientific toot that will center	 pivot	 irrigation	 units
forage	 iel!ls,	 iri^Med	 laa^
Dr. R16ard 0. Roffman, of
that NU's	 .ant for remote son-
 MO.-hassing	been conflnu2d atpove Increasingly valuable to
Nebrasl:a citizens in the manage-
'y
land use and %ictiands. NU's Col:cg ^ of 
Enoatering and
00M
0
 for June 1, 1975 to May 21,
kNment and discovery of natural Other uses include measurir,,g
Techualcgy, —!d use of remote
sensing to Inven tory center pivot 1977.
resources,
Dr. Hey M. Peterson, remote
the impact of irrigation air the irrigatlo:s systems has disproved
sensing	 coordinator	 for	 the
state's
	
farmland,
	 locating	 un-
derground	 water supplies, In-
one common belief.
University	 of	 Nebraska	 NU creasing the efficiency of land While it has been generally
Conservation and Survey Divi- appral gal and equalization of tax assumed that a size-able number
sion, said remote sensing has
a	 across county lines, of center pivot wells are not
proved	 exceptionally	 valuable urban p
pp
lanning and management registered,* d. he said, remote sen.
during the three-year lifetime of of Natural Resources Districts sing has shown that almost 
all 
in-
Landsat-1,. the	 first	 such (NRDs), stalled systems have operated
satellite, and should	 be even James B. Swinehart, NU out of registered wells.
more	 usl!fu)	 with	 the	 recent research geolagist, said remote Dr. James V. Drew, NU dean
launch of Landsat-2 .
sensing imager
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 is being used to of graduate studies arid principal
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By JAY MW.tL Bights rnsdt In winter when it
University	 of	 Nebraska. Is po5slbteta measure rooftop
uneolu Itimpcndues	 of icsidenllal
homes and to check on beat
LINCOLN—Al aworkshop Las%Uwough the eeflings, The
'	 here recently Dr. Res	 M, project Is scheduled to reach
•	 -	 Peterson	 characterized DSAW lurallm	 in	 Lincoln,
•	 remain srnsinl; as a refined C01:tnbus, Beatrice, Norfolk
xlrnUtic tool that will •prove and in Slsta Falls, S.D.
increasingly valuable to the The Information Aglured by
citizens of the cute In th, remote sraing ImnCtr,• In
maagement of Nehras ya4 February and	 March	 will
natural resources and In the soon be trade available to
diyrovery of new resources. uncolncustarn.m who will be
Dr, Peter son, who is Comore inv ited to mine in to Congas
seising eoowllnMur for NU's offices to check	 their own
conservation	 and	 survey MUCLItcnMralurr5e111arge
"	 division. laid tits hearers at 16 x 20 inch photographs.
the Nebraska	 Center for "To our known-dgeJ' said
Coollnulug MiLtratlon that WOONuan,'shts project Is the
remain sensing has airady first of its kind to be directed
•	 proved	 ciceptlonully primarily	 to	 residential
valmible over the three-year consumers:* The goal of the
Iifoltrne of tandsat-1, the first project is the	 reduction	 of
earth resources	 technology wasted energy and the Con.
satellite, and should t , even servollon of fuel supplies for
mart useful 	 the followai the years ahead.
investirations	 that
	
trill
	
be Dr.	 Paul	 M.	 Seevers,
made possible by the wool research agronomist with
'	 launch of Landsat•2. UNL's Conservation 	 and
Survey Division, reported
Other speakers on the ono- success	 in	 n 	 three-year
day, workshop program an- project	 aimed	 at	 relating
•	 derscuned Oils coalentlon by veCetatlre	 biomass	 to
WgWightrng apalicalloa of so,altltc data,	 77ds	 relined
'	 remote	 sensing	 for	 in. scichllfie memilrement of
•	 ventorying Nebraska's center forage yield	 and	 forage
pivots,	 forage	 yields, density overprotect to give on
resign" land, land use and accurate and alicedy method
•	 weunnds, 011:cr reported uses of cvalu:Jfng actual forage In
'	 -	 of remote xnsing included the field. )Ids Information in
the	 measuring
	
of	 the turn wWproveuxfW in range
economic Impact of initiation management decisions by
on the rlate's ecanomyt me Nebraska ranchers.
locating	 of	 groundwater
supplies; increasing the Cf- Dr.	 Iesyle	 F.	 Shelfield,
f clency of land apprabal and assistant to the vice clan-
the egallmilm of Lis ap,. cellor	 of	 the	 InstKule	 of
-	 praiml across County lines, Agriculture	 and	 Natural
urban	 planning,	 and	 the Resources, explained how
management of	 a	 Natural remote sensing la being us,d
Resources	 UI^cicl
	 (NILD), for	 measuring	 and•
forecasting	 the	 economic
•	 One	 of 	 the	 more Impact	 of	 Irrigation	 In
Imaginative sacs of remote Nebraska.
•	 sensing with side practical
cm,scquncrs fur Nebroskaa
•	 was	 outlined	 by	 Clancy Bonolifs
Woolman,	 marketing
manager for Congas. He The laid stntbnles ahnw,
reported an Lnnm•nlive ap- he	 said,	 that	 lire	 current
proach	 to	 energy
	
con- bnpart of irrigation on the
;cnalim Will undertaken In total	 Nebraska	 economy
•	 cooperation	 with	 UNL's .results in an added value of
Remote Sealg Center. W1.77 P racre.
` Another way of assesdng
Thermal Scanners she	 beneficial	 effect	 of
Irrlga0m an the Nebraska
Tne project, he explained, erommy Is to multiply each
depends on the use of thermal dullar Madded outysl at the
scanning equipment on aerial farm Ines title to frziganloo
by".S5. ':hat la a Can Crete for public distribution.
way of vairrstanding the
far•reaching	 economic Con fer Pliiofs
Impact of trAgadnl on the
state, he explained. Dr. Il;chard 0. Roffman of
Remu:e sersa.gisprovh^d a NU., College of t3nmrcrinq.
great boon m the tnadlmllon unit Technology, 	 tepur'ed
of pruyony appndaW acrns5 that	 satellite	 una;tr' •Ys.s
totally boundaries, « •ported been	 used	 sueeeart:dly	 to
Dee Meek, appraiser to the Invrntory	 the	 certtr' pivot
Nebraska	 Department	 of syxkms	 and	 the	 irngided
Revenue. land of the state. TI.cro is a
Nebraska earlier operated positive	 correlation,	 he
on a	 10-year
	 cycle	 of	 up• concluded,	 hr:ween
	
the
dating lax values, employing growth of center pivot :a
different appraisal firms. At various	 counties	 still	 m•
thoes	 this	 resulted	 fn	 dti• created fuel allocatwns Sr
ferenl appraisal	 values	 for {arse countien.
land on two sides of a County
boundur• , even though	 the Regisforod
land went being put to similar
use. "But the bir gesl surprise so
Now	 that	 spprslsol for	 in	 the	 murnleu	 wCve
values	 must
	
be	 updated checked," he sold, "Is that
annually'	 according	 to almost	 all	 Installed	 center
Ivgisullve statute, Comore pivots	 Inventoried	 have
sender fills n linclal need operated	 out	 of	 registered
by offering n,pld and no- wells"
curate	 Wvenlury of	 fund It	 has	 been	 u	 perslrttnl
use. 1c11Ed tint n sizable uumMr nl
Thlk together with 	 other wells	 are	 not	 being
factors, ;aid Mm. -.look, Will registered, he said, but ditto
permit an annual review of on center pivots In the stale
appraisal values and	 the Indicate otherwise,
equaliradfun of box appraisal Dr. James V. ILrew• , NU
across county boundaries, dean of Cn•luale studles as
This represents a. significant well as principal im•esnEnWr
step In	 the	 right	 direction, of the NASA aiversllyaHalrs
said Mrs, Meek. because grant, who presided at the
"equolbauon is our gal." workshop, announced that
James	 B.	 Swinehart, word has been received that
reseureh gcologiut with NU's NASA has extended UNyh
conservation	 and	 survey grant for remote sensing to
division, retorted progress In provide SYtri,fy.A front 	 It
using	 remote	 sensing 1075, to May 21,	 lg—.,.
 The
imagery to IdenWy, fracture grant is for developeig ap.
traces,	 which	 III 	 are pllcktions of Comore sensing
proving	 uxlul	 In 	 locking front	 both	 aircraft	 and
Wgh•yicld wells in Nebraska, spacecraft	 In	 managing
He	 mentioned	 that	 this Nebraska's	 natural	 Comer.
revolutionnry	 method	 of ces, he said.
locating Irrigation wells lots VBiurs from Washington,
generated	 considerable.	 in- U.C., attending the workshop
forest throughout file sure, Included Dr. Frank Hamsing
producing lelrlone calls and of the Office of 	 University
letters front 	 Interested Affairs, NASA. and Joseph
person. Vitale, also of NASA.	 -
Remote arnsing Imagery Is Other	 speakers	 on	 the
being used to Inventory file workshop program included
sale's	 wetlands	 and	 that lint Schroeder, manager of
pmjcctis nearing completion, the Iowa Platte South NRD;
according to Kenneth Johnson William H, Harrison. on.
of the Nebraska Game and vlrimmental planner from
Parks Commission. By early Omaha; HerbertKabnurptn,
June this project will titter soil xlence consultant from .
me drafu;g pletse and soon the I:	 aster Cattily Tax
afterward will be sent to the Assessor's Office, and Joseph
paatca TTe finished product. Vitale,	 chic(	 of	 the
a detailed map showing all Engineering Systems Design
the	 wetlands of	 Nebraska, Brimeb,. O'Jice of University
will men be made atalaLle Affairs, NASA.
The first 2,800 Invitations go University and converted to the
out Thursday with natural gas equivalent of aerial photographs
bills. All Lincolnites will receive
such Invitations in the next two
by the University of Nebrnsi a-	 "1LL
	 Remote Sensing Center, 	 J
months, What building owners will be
The thermograms otter shown	 Cengas officials is an
owners an opportunity to see aPP image off  their buildings that can
photographic	 picture of their range from nearly coal black to
buildings	 such	 as	 they've nearly pure while.
probably never seen bafore, And die particular degree of
The pictures were taken for shading tells exactly how well In.
Cengas with infrared film in an sulatcd are the buildings.
airplane that photographed all of A home or building thatshows
Lincoln,	 Columbus,	 Beatrice, up as black on the therm=ams
Norfolk and Sioux Fails, S.D„ is well insulated with litho heat
Last winter. loss in winter and a minimum.
The photographic images were need to air condition In summer.
taken by tka Remote Sensing	 One that shows up as near
Institute of South Dakota State white has a high beat loss in
Wednesday, June 4, 1915 Uncoin Neb, Journal
Check to Be Pffered Free,
By Harold Simmons
if you're interested in saving
energy and at the saute time
holding down your monthly bills
for heating and air conditioning,
you'll do well to accept an un-
ique invitation from Cengas.
Lincoln homeowners,
businessmen and governmentol-
ficlals will be receiving in.
vitations in the next few weeks
to visit tL• e Cengas office at 12th
and N Sts.and inspect a ther.
mogram of their buildings,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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winter and a greater-than-
necessary need for operating an
air conditioner during summer.
Clancy Woolman, marketing
manager for Cengas, a division
of Central Telephone and
Utilities, said the three major
points of heat loss In winter and
heat entry In summer are
ceilings, walls and windows,
Ceilings alone can account for
as much as 4M of heat loss or
entry, he said, and that is the
focal point of the thermograms.
HThe data developed by Cengas
does not show a particular
` pattern as to seciloas of town or
types of buildings with good or
poor insulation according to
Waolman and C. W. Wilcox, Lin-
coln division manager.
The lhermocams show many
older homes in Lincoln need
more insufadom. But some are
well insulated. And the same
holds true for newer hnmes'and
apartment complexes andpublic
buildings.
Some buildings show a newer
addition is well insulated while
the older part is poorly in-
sulated.
Vloolman pointed out that
homeowners are not the only
ones who can benefit by usinf
the thermograms. They can alsc
be used by baknessmen and foi
public buildings such as schools,
churches and government
buildings.
One Lincoln school building
showed up r,n the thermograms
as nearly pure white, Indicating
a high winter heat loss that helps
account for the high heating bills
paid by the Lincoln School
District.
A preliminary survey of tLe
thermograms has led insulation
contractors to estimate that
perhaps as many as 20,010 of the
5 .1,00 Cengas customers in Lin-
coin may have excessive beat
loss in their bindings,
;','hen Cengas customers view
thermograms of their buildings,
they will also have an opportuni-
ty to talkwith Cengas officials
about different types of insula-
tion and view displays of insula-
tion.
Wlcox said Cengas is par-
ticularly interested in how many
Lincolnttes visit the Cengas of-
fice to view the thermograms.
Cengas launched the program
— apparently the first of its kind
In the nation by a private utility
—as a means of helping building
owners conserve energy, he said.
And the project has attracted
the attention and interest of the
Federal Energy Administration,
U.S. Commerce Dept. and state
energy officials.
Y
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4, ±	 Nebraska Irrig Ying More
	 . O
Satellite Notes Changing
Pattern in I.S. Land Use	 ..
The scanning of the Nebraska litigation sysems in operation," Realtors, he aid that a count of
countryside by a resources using perhaps 55 million more center-pivot systems, using
satellite ( from 565 tulles high) gallons of dimel fuel than was satellite cameras, shows this
has dramatically revealed a needed in 1912.
	 Nebraska growth: 2,7001n use im
changingpattenInU.S.landuse	 1972, some 4200 in 1973 and
a	 have 	 impact studies on the University of expects the 1975 count to exceedth t could  qui te an i	
Drow, dean for graduate about 6,700 during 1974. He
th t could:)
 av e qu to an i cm. Nebraska-Lincoln campus, Is theBut Dr. James V. Drew says principal it esligatorp for the 10,000 systems. About a tenth ofhe wants to make sure-that NASA-funded Remote Sensing the states landscape was
federal agencies such as the Center In the Conservation and irrigated last year — some fire
Federal Energy Admi
nistration Sure DiMzn.
	
million acres.
are aware "when they're es- y
tablishing fuel use allocations," 	 10,000 Systems?	 The center-pivot Inventory
that Nehraska appears to have 	 Speaking to the annual was directed by Dean Donald
	
"more than 10,000 center-pivot meeting of the Lincoln Board of Edwards and Dr. Richard Hoff- 	 rman of Lhe UNL College of
Engineering, Drew noted.
	
Although these figures help to
	 ^
	
explain why Nebraska had the 	 {{{
`
	
	 1 greatest Increase of an y
 state in
irrigated acres behveen 1969 and
• 1974, Drew says it's the fuel
projections which relate to
irrigation pumps that be wants
to underline.
"A center pivot system wM
use 7,200 gallons of diesel fuel to 't	 J
put 15 inches of water on a '1	 r
quarter "section."	 e
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In this issue:
2	 Remote Sensinit
6	 FARMER NEB on the sir
Potassium, t►lagt►es ► un► to Panhandle
Sai I s REMOTE SENSING
9	 Human% in Nutrition Studies
11	 Annual Windbreak- Save Moisture Renu)t(• sensing is it 	 of
13	 The Rural Va:it,Turn -On gvIling information frolll it dh-
14	 ('.ow-Calf ltanagement in the 1970'. Itil Rex Peterson lillu t'.	 1Ol	 rerilott • %ensing of	 the
.5	 Soil Fertility in the Sandhills Cal Ili 's surface, will) phologlaphs
or images, that distance can h-
17	 Value of Drought-Damaged Corn S!•vel':II 111OIlSand fl •t'1 or f11111d1Y•(Iti
20	 The Time of Yews life of	 11111es.
22	 Keeping the Gypsy Moth Out of Ne- Aerial ph(;'. + )graphs are not new;
braska ill fact, tfuring the American Civil
24	 Manure: l.rn,j-T.;mStady War, Unimi	 forces sent	 ph(1141-giaphers ill) ill 	 to photu-
27	 1'he University Dairy Herd graph Couledelale positions. The
On the cover: first	 wi ial pliolt►s of ' large areas of
Screen ; neage from a density slicer, show- I lit• I	 mi(d Stall's (fall- i-ack to the•
in,j aerial photo of Nebrasa. cropland. 1930's wlicii Ill y V.S. 11epartllicill
The density slicer, part of an electronic of Agri( ))dose lx •gan it large-stalc
image enhancement system, is used by project of photographin g tarot
remote sensing specialists of the Conser-
land tru nl alt planes.vQlion and Survey Division to inventory
the natural .veources(►f the stage. See story 11)(lav's	 rciiltlle	 sensing	 (fillers
this page. photo by Jay Fussell. from aerial photographN pr ;or to
Acting Vice Chancellor for Agriculture I ht•	 1950's 111	 that (1) pi( 111' es are
and Natural Resources taken front Inn( h higher allitudes
Howard W. Otloson and	 111115	 111(lllde	 111401t'	 area	 ill :ill
Acting Jireclor, Experiment Station pre% i4 m sk , (2) pit l m es are i akt • 11
Robert W. Kleis no l	 ul,Iv with	 light	 visibIc to the
Director, Agricultural Extension Service htimaii eve hul %% 11h unerp not vis-
L.eo E. Lucan dill. 1O humans. (a)	 pictures are
Dean, College of Agriculture taken	 nim ll	 more	 f -c(Illl'1111V,	 (4)Ted Hartung
Director, Water Rest ►e► rces pictures cost Iess since the advent
Research Institute of satelliles e(luipped With Optical
Millard W. Hall st'atllling Svsivills, and (5) I m lures
Director, Conservation and Survey now are available of most of the
Vincent H. Dreeazen earth's surf.,cr.
Editor Although remotely sensed data
Mercis S. Pearson
c-an hr in man y forms, most of the
The Quarterly is p.:dished by the Institute work heing (tulle Ill	 Nebraska Is
of Agriculture and Natural Resources, with pR wires. The Rcinote Sensing
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Center (part of the Conservation
68583, and distributed free to persons in- and
	 ^llrvCV	 Division 4)f	 111t'	 Illstl-terested in Institute activities that affect 1)Ile of	 Agrirtllture and	 Naturalagriculture, natural resources and family
life. Resources)	 has color infrared
Permission to reproduce material appear . photographs of more than a third
ing .n this publitaion is hereby granted, of Nlhritska, sonic It'oin altim(fes
provided acknowledgment is made of the
of 411,111)1) and 0),1)t)1) Ieel.am-rce. To simplify the information in the
Quarterly !t is sometimes necessary to use The Remote Sensing Cener has
trade names of products or equipment. No pit to res taken by astronauts from
endorsement of named products is ir.- RF . x Pt: oRso%- is (mirdinatur	 I Rcnu )te 271) inifes oil
	 Sk ylab missions
tended nor is criticism implied of similar Sensing tnr the Cunscrtati(m and Survey'
products which are not mentioned. Division. (Cu ami4efl ur) p1ge 4)
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FARMER NAB on the air
ca( hutg %k ilh w1cN ision i. not
new, hilt .t gioup of eastern \c-
braska (u11nt y Extension agents
are using it- levision in a Clew was to
rca( It a hi mer-ram hei audience•.
lic • : lg(-Ills crcatt • d and pIU-
duced it 	 of live television
proglitttis broadcast its prime • tints•
Agum (.hall mati ,I Dmigla% l.Uliim.
'Exten.iun Speciali.rs participating ill.(hided: Paul (:uced (Bve • f
 (:idle), Bill 7.01-
Inigei Dr%clopmcm Dmric'1
Spe(Wist). Alit-it Wellman (M.ikeimg).
Hike l inner Mm keting). Phil Ilender.on(Faun M.nt.tgetm•nt). wall Slilinr 4mage
limps). Alex \Li rill I I'e•slil idt • . aild Weeds,
Ed Pena%(Soil.). Ri)bcii R..sclle (F.illomol-
OKV). Doug Dun (Kann M.itagcnu • nl Ili. -
triel Spe(ialist), and Iowa Extrii,iwi
Spetiali.i F.rrol Peterson.
Rv Not m.m I poker
last winter over the \t-hr:eSka Fdu-
catimi.il Television :Network.'
Earl% ut 14711 thc•v will have • an-
other Series of programs on t he air.
The Series is uni(luc lw(.Itlm . it i.
an art-a C1 ,fort, the hrai11(hild of
Extension agents in it t luster of
(mluties :n'oun(I Omaha. While
Still ill its Ix-ginning stages, Ow
series has proved It) ht • an efficit•ill
method lot- IlIcst• agents to reach a
huge midiente oil relative•Iv li-
tuitcd Itudget.
Called "Farmer NO)," the .cries
covcrcd a hroatl range of lopics of'
1111crust to I ' ll Weer%, rant hers. agri-
husinessnicn, and t,lhers involved
in agrit till mc.
Mort. 111.111 two years ago, the
agents expressed a common con-
cern about Iheir agri(i lim-al edu-
cdtiml Inograllls. The aguill" had a
wealth of inform: ► lion lu pass
along to fat Weer%, but nadili„nal
evening Extension meetings were
losing Iht • ir el'fetti\cliv%s. Often
Ihc% wort p( ►t ►rh .In(-11dt •d. This
raised the•
 question almmi justify-
ing the •
 unit- spenl by e t tune%' agents
and still(- Extension .put ialims in
planning the• programsall([ travel-
ing to lilecting sites.
I ht- agents decided to Ir% Icicvi-
Sion feat Icing as all alternative•.
The University of \cbraska at
Omaha expressed illiclesl in air-
ing it l ai m-orietned pi ogrant met
KYNEAN (Chatuu•I 26) and sug-
gt-Slt-(l H to 4 cnl I hurmlav eve-
mags during Felm Ilan and March.
The station covers Douglas, and
parts of Washington, 1)4)dge.
1 ARM  R NEB log,, a% seen of v ree•ti.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
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October 28, 1975
Honorable Carl T. Curtis
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Curtis:
Earlier this year I sent to you a copy of the first land use map of
Lancaster County, Nebraska that was prepared by the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln using remote sensing techniques. Since then we have
published a second map for the entire Lowry Platte South Natural
Resources District. I thought you might he interested in looking
at the enclosed copy of the second map.
This map is now in use by the Board of Directors of the Lower Platte
South NRD in planning programs related to agriculture and natural
resources and, specifically, in developing steps to reduce soil
erosion and water pollution from non-point- sources. The land use
inventory is part of a program supported by NASA Grant RGL 28 -oo4-020,,
a grant to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln from NASA's Office of
University Affairs to permit the development of applications of remote
sensing in resource management in Nebraska.
We appreciate very much your interest in our studies of remote sensing.
Sincerely,
James V. Drew
Dean
JVD:jsw
cc: Chancellor A. C. Breckenridge
Iij	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 	 THE UWVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
1	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
9THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
i	 LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 60300
4
OIPICC OK TIE OCAN 4/011 RAOUATC BTUOIC9, UN-" i
October 28, 19T5
J
Honorable Charles Thone
1531 Longworth Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Thone:
Earlier this year I sent tc, you a copy of the first land use map of
Lancaster County, Nebraska that was prepared by the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln using remote sensing techniques. Since then we have
published a second map for the entire Lower Platte South Natural
Resources District. I thought you might be interested in looking
at the enclosed copy of the second map.
This map is now in use by the Boead of Directors of the Lower Platte
South NRD in planning programs related to agriculture and natural
resources and, specifically, in developing steps to reduce'soil
erosion and water pollution from non-point sources. The land use
inventory is part of a program supported by NASA Grant NGL 28-004-020
a grant to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln from NASA's Office of
University Affairs to permit the development of applications of remote
sensing in resource management in Nebraska.
We appreciate very much your interest in our studies of remote sensing.
Sincerely,
James V. Drew
Dean
JVD:ml
cc: Chancellor. A. C. Breckenridge
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
I	 ', ♦. 	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA—LINCOLN
^. UNCOLN. NEBRASKA	 aesoe j
i
ornox GP TiC DEANI
MR GRADUATE STUDIEa, UN-"
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October 28, 19T5
e
Honorable John Y. McCollister
21T Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman McCollister:
Earlier this year I sent to you a copy of the first land use map of
Lancaster County, Nebraska that was prepared by the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln using remote sensing techniques. Since then we have
published a second map for the entire Lower Platte South Natural
Resources District. I thought you might be interested in looking
at the enclosed copy of the second map.
This map is now in use by the Board of Directors of the Lower Platte
South NRD in planning programs related to agriculture and natural
resources and, specifically, in developing steps to reduce soil
erosion and water pollution from non-point sources. The land use
inventory is part of a program supported by NASA Grant HGL 28-004-020
a grant to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln from NASA's Office of
University Affairs to permit the development of appl__ations of remoto
sensing in resource management in Nebraska.
We appreciate very much your interest in our studies of remote sensing.
Sincerely,
rJamesLy V. Drew
Dean
JVD:ml
cc: Chancellor A. C. Breckenridge.
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October 29, 1975
Honorable Virginia Smith
1005 Longworth Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congresswoman Smith:
Earlier this year I sent to you a copy of the first land
use map of Lancaster County, Nebraska that was prepared
by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln using remote
sensing techniques. Since then we have published a second
map for the entire Lower Platte South Natural Resources
District. I thought you might be interested in looking
at the enclosed copy of the second map.
This map is now in use by the Board of Directors of the
Lower Platte South NRD in planning programs related to
agriculture and natural resources and, specifically, in
developing steps to reduce soil erosion and water pollution
from non-point sources. The land use inventory is part
of a program supported by NASA Grant NGL 28-004-020,a
grant to the University of Nebraska - Lincoln from NASA's
Office of University A rfairs to permit the development of
applications of remote sensing in resource management
in Nebraska.
In addition, I am enclosing land use maps we have prepared
for Phelps and Dawson Counties, Nebraska, from imagery obtained
by NASA's Landsat satellite. These maps are of interest
particular-ly with respect to the inventory of irrigated land.
We appreciate very much your interest in our studies of remote
sensing.
Sincerely,
James V. Drew
Dean	 cc: Chancellor A.C. Breckenridge
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
f	 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
